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n 1968, U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 101-5, Staff Officers’ Field
Manual: Staff Organization and Procedure, established problem solving
as the bedrock of Army doctrine.1 In all subsequent versions of FM 101-5,
its successor FM 5-0, Army Planning and Orders Production, and a wide
range of other doctrine manuals, writers consistently framed professional
competence in terms of solving problems. Military as well as civilian problem-solving models share one core concept—the first step is to identify the
problem.2 Yet, neither Army doctrine nor professional military education curricula offer a problem-structuring methodology. Thus, for over three decades
we have based our military doctrine on the indispensable capacity to solve
problems, but without a clear method to satisfy the first requirement: how
to synthesize critical facts and relationships into a problem statement that
can guide planning and decision-making. To fill the gap in Army doctrine,
this article offers a teachable problem-identification method.
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In any discussion of problem identification, a definition or common reference point is helpful for two key terms: problem and factor. According
to doctrine, a problem is well structured when all necessary information is
available and a verifiable answer can be determined. A problem is mediumstructured when some information is available and routine solutions are
insufficient. Ill-structured problems require information that is missing and
have no verifiable solution.3
Donald Schön also stratifies problems, but into two types: messy and hard.4
Like doctrine’s ill-structured problem, messy problems defy direct solutions;
they require continuing interplay between problem solvers in “processes that
are ever changing in form” while “decisions made at any stage will tend
to alter the configuration of future choices to be addressed.”5 Establishing democratic government structures in a failed state is one example of a
messy or ill-structured problem. Hard problems, on the other hand, can be
solved through persistent and dedicated efforts, such as by preparing a joint
task force movement order. The premise in this article is that capabilities to
deal with messy or ill-structured problems subsume abilities to solve less
difficult problems.
There is no definition in problem-solving doctrine for the term “factor.” However, discussion points to “a component of the environment that can be observed,
measured, and applied to achieve (or prevent) an effect.”6 This definition is
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consistent with nonmilitary definitions of “factor” as
“a variable that can assume a wide range of values.”7
Time-distance, terrain, weather, civil considerations,
and forces available are among the factors commonly
used in identifying military problems.

Overview of Problem Solving
and Army Doctrine

This section traces Army doctrine for planning
and decision making. The sources describe an
ongoing commitment to a deductive approach for
analytical problem solving to identify solutions to
difficult problems. Across a period of 38 years, there
were 3 perceptible shifts:
● Adoption of problem solving as the preferred
approach to planning.
● A change in focus from the commander’s
estimate to staff estimates as the centerpiece of
planning activity.
● A return to the commander as the focal point
in problem-based planning.
Benchmark 1. The year 1968 serves as a benchmark for the union of planning and problem solving.
Doctrine writers discussed decision-making as a
nine-step process designed to move from receipt of
a new mission through the preparation, approval,
and supervision of plans and orders. All nine steps
focused on the five-paragraph commander’s estimate of the situation, the primary mechanism for
mission analysis and course of action development.
“Military problem solving techniques” defined
the commander’s estimate as “a problem solving
process to find the best way to accomplish a given
mission.”8 Writers stipulated that the first step in
decision-making was to recognize the problem.9 In
regard to identifying the problem, paragraph 2 of the
commander’s estimate (the situation and courses of
action) offered guidelines for two actions. The first
action focused on identifying facts and assumptions
related to the situation. The second focused on listing
“significant difficulties or difficulty patterns” that
could work against accomplishing the mission.10
Over three decades, writers worked on the margins, leaving problem solving and the commander’s
estimate at the core of planning doctrine. In a 1972
revision of FM 101-5, writers expanded the first step
in problem solving from “recognizing the problem”
to “recognizing and defining the problem.”11 A 1984
update framed military decisions around problem
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solving. In tactical decisions, writers modeled the
Military Decision-Making Process (MDMP) as an
ongoing set of steps to orchestrate commander and
staff activities. The MDMP mirrored the nine-step
problem-solving approach of 1968, but added a tenth
step: “mission accomplished.”12 In the portion of the
commander’s estimate dealing with the situation and
courses of action, guidelines pointed commanders
to consider “facts of the situation that will influence
friendly and enemy actions and, therefore, may
influence the choice of action.”13 Examples included
unit compositions, significant activities, weather,
terrain, political, and economic factors.14 Through
the 1984 version of FM 101-5, the commander’s
estimate was the primary mechanism to identify and
solve problems. Staff estimates were important, but
occupied a clearly defined supporting role.
Benchmark 2. In a 1997 revision, doctrine writers established a second benchmark in the union of
planning and problem solving. In describing the
MDMP as an adaptation of analytical problem solving, writers defined the tactical problem as a “result
of mission analysis.”15 Rather than highlighting the
commander’s estimate, the MDMP was more a
checklist of “inputs and outputs” assigned to each
of the seven MDMP steps. Interestingly, the tactical problem was a result—but not an output—of
mission analysis. Instead of describing the fiveparagraph commander’s estimate with a discussion
of problem identification considerations, writers
reduced the commander’s estimate to a focus on
“assessing the intangibles of training, leadership
and morale, and results in a decision.”16 Writers
admonished staff officers, rather than commanders, to determine “exactly what the problem is and
precisely and clearly define the problem’s scope
and limitations.”17
In 2005, FM 5-0, Army Planning and Orders Production, replaced FM 101-5 as the primary planning
and problem-solving reference. It discussed problem
solving as a systemic activity applicable to “all
Army activities, not just operations.”18 The problemsolving model consisted of seven steps with problem
identification at the top of the list. In connecting
problem solving to planning, writers described the
seven-step MDMP as an analytical planning process
and “an adaptation of Army problem solving.”19 A
capacity to solve tactical problems constituted the
“foundation of effective planning.”20
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FM 5-0 first described the problem solver in
terms of his (or her) ability to reason critically,
state a problem clearly, work in an orderly manner,
seek information diligently, identify and apply
criteria reasonably, focus on the problem at hand,
and be precise.21 The manual highlighted important
factors for tactical problems in terms of mission,
enemy, terrain and weather, troops and support,
time-distance, and civil considerations (METTTC).22 In step-by-step directions, writers outlined
six primary tasks that set the conditions for the
planner-problem solver to develop a plan to solve
the problem:23
1. Compare the current situation to the desired
end state.
2. Define the problem’s scope or boundaries.
3. Answer the following questions—
a. Whom does the problem affect?
b. What is affected?
c. When did the problem occur?
d. Where is the problem?
e. Why did the problem occur?
4. Determine the cause of obstacles between here
and the solution.
5. Write a draft problem statement.
6. Redefine the problem as new information is
acquired and assessed.
Benchmark 3. The third benchmark in the union
of planning and problem solving occurred in March
2006. Previously, doctrine writers tended to compartmentalize large parts of discussions concerning
a) analytical problem solving and b) analytical
planning. Now, they linked the two, and in the
process highlighted the importance of identifying
problems in relation to developing and selecting a
course of action. In Field Manual (Interim) 5-0.1,
The Operations Process (2006), writers addressed
problem statements in terms of a) a commander’s
visualization and b) a source for criteria to evaluate success in achieving the commander’s intent.24
According to FMI 5-0.1, the visualization process
begins with situational awareness when the planner
(the problem solver) frames the important factors
in order to set parameters for in-depth analysis.
Upon achieving situational understanding, the
planner frames a description of the relationships
between and among the important factors in order
to “determine the implications of what is happening and [to] forecast what may happen.”25 This
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two-frame process is consistent with the analytical
problem-solving goal to “ensure that all key factors
relevant to the problem are considered and that all
relationships between variables are anticipated and
accounted for in the solution.”26
This is where Army problem-solving doctrine
stands today. Once again it embraces the commander’s role as planner-problem solver. At no
point in doctrine do we find even a hint that problem
solving is anything short of a baseline professional
competency for Army officers. While the journey
from 1968 to now has shown much progress, doctrine still does not provide a method to identify
tactical problems.
Discussions in pre-1997 versions of FM 101-5
hinted at important considerations such as “significant difficulties or difficulty patterns” that could
work against mission accomplishment.27 Revisions
in 1997 and 2005 provided instructions to identify
a problem, but in a bit of circular reasoning these
instructions used the problem as the means to identify a problem.28 In the final analysis, the problem
remains: How do we identify a tactical problem?

A Teachable Method to
Identify Problems

Army doctrine can serve as a foundation for a
three-step procedure to identify tactical problems
and produce a problem statement. I define a problem
statement as “an approximately 130-word synthesis
of critical facts and relationships and the important
factors or variables that shape an operational environment in such a way that cause-and-effect relationships point to leverage points that bring competitive
advantage to friendly forces.” A problem statement
is a guide to planning and decision making.
Step 1. The first step in identifying a tactical
problem is to analyze the operational environment
in order to reach conclusions from facts related to
the following variables:
● Context.
● Capabilities.
● Structure.
● Time.
The analysis should follow a systematic framework
such as METT-TC or other analytic lens.
Context. By definition, context establishes
the foundation for rational decision-making and
purposeful activity. Context deals with concrete
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factors like topography and geography as well as
political, economic, social, and cultural variables
and values-based beliefs. In problem solving, each
factor and variable has its value as well as a more
complex value under analysis in an interdependent,
competitive situation.29 We can frame a missionanalysis question to deal with context: “What conditions must friendly and enemy forces establish
and prevent?”
Capabilities. Capabilities constitute a capacity
to influence or achieve specified conditions. Capabilities are the basis of planning that links ways
and means to ends. We can also frame a missionanalysis question to deal with capabilities: “What
are the friendly and enemy forces available to cause
an outcome?”
Structure. Structure refers to the arrangement of
friendly and enemy forces as well as other government and non-government actors within a given
context. Structure is physical reality and a driver for
a commander’s visualization, which is the means
to assess an operation from inception through endstate. A mission-analysis question related to friendly
and enemy structure might be: “How do units fit or
relate to each other from the perspectives of command, control, and objectives?”
These context, capability, and structure questions
are exemplary. Commanders and staffs may develop
complementary questions to generate information
for a specific situation.
Step 2. The second step in identifying a tactical
problem is to describe the operational environment
in terms of—
● Height.
● Width.
● Depth.
● Time.
This description helps us to understand the maneuver relationships that friendly and enemy forces
must establish and prevent.
Height, width, and depth factors are spatial variables. Height describes a vertical or perpendicular
extension of the operational environment. Height
areas of interest include communications, visibility,
and air space. Width is a lateral or breadth consideration. Width areas of interest include maneuver
corridors, roads, and bodies of water. Depth is
a horizontal dimension that is at right angles to
width and height. Depth areas of interest include
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movement formations, fire control, and an area
of operations. Height, width, and depth constitute
three physical coordinates of a particular activity
or event.
In a tactical problem, time is the fourth coordinate. It is a variable with three potential values.30
First, time has a component of discrete values such
as seconds, minutes, or hours to account for events
that must occur within a precise period as well as
events that must occur sooner or later than a given
moment. The discrete component functions around
specific “counts.” Second, time has a component of
periods, seasons, or cycles to account for clumps
of similar activities or characteristics. The clumps
component functions around themes and continuity. Finally, time has a spatial component, such as
“before” and “after,” to account for relationships
between objects or entities. The spatial component
functions around velocity, the rate of movement of
the organization as a whole toward an objective or
end state. A problem statement may incorporate all
time components, but must incorporate a minimum
of one time factor.
Step 3. The third step in identifying a tactical
problem is to calculate the time-distance factors
of combatants as well as interagency actors, neutrals, and other entities in relation to objectives or
key terrain in order to understand which defeat
mechanisms and/or stability mechanisms favor
friendly forces.31
Time-distance calculations are basic computations based on a known distance covered at a
constant speed in a specified direction. Their yield
is “elapsed time.” By definition, ratios represent
a comparison of two values. In a problem statement, we can express a ratio as a relation between
factors such as momentum (movement toward a
desired outcome); velocity (speed and direction of
the entire force); or reaction cycles (elapsed time
from observation to effective response). If the
resulting ratio favors friendly forces, the ratio must
be protected. If the resulting ratio favors enemy
forces, we must calculate a second ratio that sets
conditions favorable to friendly forces. Part of the
problem becomes changing the ratios to achieve
the favorable conditions.
A problem statement is the key output from
mission analysis rather than a shortcut en route to
a course of action. A problem statement has two
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components. In the first component, planners define
conditions that must be established or prevented.
Planners describe conditions in sentences that
address structure of forces involved, time-distance
measurements, and time-based relationships such
as “before” or “after.” The second component of
the problem statement consists of critical planning
factors that affect course-of-action development
and analysis and decision-making.
While developing a problem statement requires
an investment of time and effort, the effectiveness
dividend is a fact-based explanation of the mission
in terms of relationships, patterns, and critical tasks.
The problem statement’s efficiency payoff comes
in time saved when developing all other mission
analysis outputs such as planning guidance, information requirements, and commander’s intent.

Developing a Problem
Statement: An Example

So how do we develop a problem statement? An
historical example, Custer at Little Bighorn, should
help illuminate the process. My intent is to frame the
situation from General Custer’s perspective on the
morning of 25 June 1875 before he initiated a course
of action. The facts come from multiple historical
accounts that incorporate some assumptions and
inferences. First, I will list relevant information drawn
from the accounts for each of the three steps discussed
above. Second, I will present a statement of General
Custer’s tactical problem as a synthesis of facts that
he could have derived from a mission analysis.
Step 1. The first step deals with conclusions
related to the context, capabilities, and structure of
friendly and enemy forces.
Context. With regard to context, sources indicate
that having lost the element of surprise, Custer’s
cavalry units needed to approach the Indian’s village with stealth in order to prevent the occupants
from moving to escape or fight.32 Custer’s units had
to move at midday under clear visibility across low
rolling hills and through tall grass with Indian scouting parties deployed throughout the area of operations. The Little Bighorn River valley appeared
relatively open and flat. On the other hand, ravines
and streams compartmented the area of operations
as a whole.33
Capabilities. Custer’s command consisted of
about 650 soldiers, scouts, and guides armed with
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breech-loading carbines but no artillery support.34
On the opposing side, an estimated 1,500 warriors
carried a mix of firearms along with traditional
Indian weapons.35
Structure. Custer’s cavalry regiment consisted of
12 companies with established command and control suited for tailored task-organization options.36
In contrast, the Indian tribes were a loosely affiliated
coalition organized more around a warrior society
code of bravery in the face of danger.37
Step 2. The second step considers height, width,
and depth factors in the operational environment
over time in order to comprehend the maneuver
relationships friendly and enemy forces must establish and prevent.
Height. Low rolling hills dominated the area.38
Due to the absence of clouds and full sun, visibility
allowed observation of a moving force at a distance
of perhaps six miles or more throughout much of
the area.39
Width ranged from about one-quarter to one-half
mile along the Reno Creek to approximately onehalf to one mile in the Little Bighorn River valley,
to one-half mile or less on high ground east of the
Little Bighorn River valley.40
Depth. Approximately 16 miles separated the
cavalry from the suspected Indian village. The cavalry initially moved along a creek bed (Reno Creek)
for about 13 miles to the Little Bighorn River. After
crossing the river, a move of just over two miles,
more or less, remained to the Indian village.41
Time. From a spatial perspective, the cavalry had
to control the Little Bighorn River valley before the
Indians detected movement and reacted to escape
or fight. Additionally, U.S. reinforcements had to
move along exterior lines to assist cavalry units in
contact before the Indians could mass forces along
interior lines.
Step 3. In step three, the planner calculates
time-distance factors of friendly and enemy forces
in relation to objectives or key terrain in order
to understand the defeat mechanisms that favor
friendly forces. The distance from the start point at
Reno Creek to the expected line of contact at the
Little Big Horn River was about 13 miles. If the
leading cavalry units crossed the line of contact
before being detected, they had the speed to keep
the Indians from reacting effectively. If detected
east of the line of contact, the cavalry units had to
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destroy the Indians’ command and control and any
organized resistance in less than 30 minutes.42
After gathering and analyzing information, the
next action is to synthesize findings and conclusions
into a statement of the tactical problem. The following problem statement of approximately 130 words
synthesizes the facts related to Custer’s attack:
Problem: How to move 600 troopers in 12
companies about 15 miles along a creek bed
to disintegrate a coalition of 1,500 mounted
warriors before the Indians with interior lines
can react to escape or fight. Detection east of
the river requires hastened contact to control
the village in less than 30 minutes.43
Critical Planning Factors:
● Maneuver space in the Little Bighorn River
valley up to one mile in width; visibility of six miles
or more, low hills, ravines, and tall grass shape the
area. Movement causes a dust plume.
● Regiment moves at midday and must reinforce
units in contact along exterior lines.
● Regiment must conduct an in-stride river
crossing.
● Indian arms include repeating rifles; scouting
parties are working throughout the area.

Conclusions and
Recommendations

Problem identification is a professional competency that applies across the full spectrum of
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military operations. Since the late 19th century, the
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College has
followed a problem-solving approach to instruction.
But instruction focused on building expertise in the
MDMP does not develop competence in identifying tactical problems. In order to fill the gap, Army
doctrine and officer education should emphasize
how to—
● Analyze the operational environment to grasp
facts related to the variables of context, capabilities,
and structure.
● Analyze height, width, depth, and time factors
to understand maneuver relationships that friendly
forces must establish and prevent.
● Assess time-space factors to understand the
defeat mechanisms that favor friendly forces.
● Summarize conclusions developed during
analysis and assessments in order to develop a
statement of the tactical problem that will guide
planning and decision making.
● Write cogent problem statements based on structured analysis that produces findings and conclusions
concerning critical relationships between and among
the important factors of a given situation.
For 30 years, analytical planning has been important to Army doctrine, but doctrine writers have
neglected to define how to meet the first requirement in analytical planning: identifying the tactical
problem. If we are to make good use of what we
know, doctrine writers, curriculum developers, and
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Army educators must realize that merely hoping
MDMP exercises will somehow lead to competent
problem identification simply is not prudent. We
can only gain by instituting a systematic, workable
problem identification process. As inventor Charles

Kettering has said, “A problem well stated is a
problem half solved.”
The all-important first step of developing a
method to identify a problem is now behind us. The
path to problem-solving competency is open. MR

PHOTO: (previous page) Column of cavalry, artillery, and wagons, commanded by General George A. Custer, crossing the plains of Dakota Territory. By W.H.
Illingworth, 1874 Black Hills expedition. (NARA)
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